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ACA members,

We are experiencing some perilous times, with each and every day yet another development in the continuing evolution
of the Novel Coronavirus Pandemic sweeping the world, the country, our state and potentially your community, 

By now we are sure most of our members have received more than a few emails, tweets, SMS texts and notices from the
public and private sector.  Those outreaches cover every angle from how to protect yourself and your loved ones,
introduction of new buzz-words such as "social distancing"  and just reminding you that your best interests are the sincere
desire of every organization.

This message does not seek to make light of those communiques, nor repeat the cautionary, and certainly valid, advice.

The purpose of this message is to request that our core members, those airport professionals, begin to think down the
road, maybe weeks or a month out in which your airport might be called upon to play a key and vital role in combating
COVID-19.  Whether you are a small General Aviation airfield with limited operations or a regional airport with
multiple runways or even a Part 139 hub we want to remind you that it's times like this when airports and their inherent
capabilities to serve as lifeline can make all the difference in the world.  Let's be ready.

Your airport might not only be crucial to its sponsor City, but to other nearby Communities or Cities. An airport may find
that FEMA has determined your field is the aerodrome of choice to deliver people, equipment and supplies to your local
hospital, Red Cross office or EOC.  A group of two or three airports within a few miles of each other could well serve as
an emergency hub leveraging varying aircraft types and capabilities. Let's be ready.

Clearly we've all got our plates full on the home, Municipal and County fronts.  As you prepare for the upcoming weeks
know that ACA has a strong bench of professional airport directors, managers and supervisors.  We are extremely
fortunate to also have access to a cadre of expert consultants, engineers and independent subject matter experts.  We
want to ensure that when California Airports are called upon, and it's likely in some way shape or form we will be, that we
are willing ready and able to answer the call.

Our membership statement begins with the following: 

"ACA is devoted to building a diverse membership that includes all airports in the State, taking advantage of the
expertise and human resources available from participating airports."

We are at a critical time where your airport could make a difference. Let's be that diverse membership that brings
expertise and human resources to bear when most needed.
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